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Here you can find the menu of DagupeÑa— in Calasiao. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Nancy C likes about DagupeÑa—:

Nice place with traditional looking decor and furnishings. The chairs though we're a little small that would be
perfect for a child haha. Our server was very nice and accommodating. We ordered sizzling fried bangus,

pinakbet and steamed rice. Everything was delicious, especially the bangus. It came out onto a sizzling platter.
Skin was crispy, not oily, and fish was cooked just right. They have an enclosed separate r... read more. The

premises on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What
Richard A Francisco doesn't like about DagupeÑa—:

I've been going to Dagupena restaurant for decades. I remember going there for breakfast while on my way to
Baguio. For me, it's a classic but I also remember that service was always very slow. Fast forward to today June
18, 2023 and I just ordered crispy hito and it's absolutely delicious. Only thing that sucked was service was still
very slow. This restaurant is almost 100 years old and not much has changed. Food i... read more. With original
Asian spices scrumptious traditional dishes are prepared in the kitchen of DagupeÑa— in Calasiao, for breakfast
they serve a tasty breakfast here. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of DagupeÑa—. Anyone

who finds the usual and generally known meals too ordinary can here approach with a willingness to experiment
and try some exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, and you can look forward to the scrumptious typical

seafood cuisine.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Soup�
SEAFOOD SOUP

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

Schni�e�
SCHNITZEL

Desser�
FLAN

Pesc� / �schgericht�
GAMBERONI ALLA GRIGLIA

Popular product�
SINIGANG

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
PRAWNS

MEAT

SEAFOOD

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

BEEF
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